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For a small or medium-sized business looking to expand their company, trading overseas may be the best path to success.

OF THE MORE THAN 300,000 U.S. companies involved in international trade each year, approximately 98 percent are small or medium-sized businesses with less than 500 employees. Today, these enterprises are responsible for more than 30 percent of the goods exported from the United States. Clearly, international trade is proving to be a growth opportunity for businesses across the U.S.

As global logistics and ever-present broadband communications continue to grow, small and medium-sized businesses (SMEs) are finding the opportunities to reach international markets much easier and in many cases, without the need to develop a significant local presence in the countries they are exporting to.

Although international trade represents an attractive growth opportunity for SMEs, many small and medium enterprises still have concerns about the challenges and barriers surrounding cross-border trade.

Whether importing or exporting, one of the first things a small business should do is research potential markets and become familiar with the regulatory requirements and rules of each market – as these can vary significantly from one country to the next. These laws will not only be governed by geography, but will also be specific to the type of products being shipped.

In order to increase the odds of success in new international markets and be successful abroad, a firm’s immediate value proposition must be underpinned by a set of capabilities that are RELEVANT, APPROPRIABLE, and TRANSFERABLE – a simple “RAT Test”.

In the Case Studies section (pages 4 and 5), three small and medium enterprises driven by innovation are explored. A RAT Test is applied to these companies to determine if they have the potential to be successful in international markets, even if it is on a relatively small scale.
Should I Take My Business Global? A Simple Test For Small And Medium Enterprises

With time-definite, international logistic solutions and ever-present broadband communication, small and medium-sized businesses can reach international markets much more easily than in the past; in many cases without having to develop a significant local footprint. However, this does not mean that every business should seek to be an exporter, a foreign local producer or that all potential international markets should be viewed as equal.

In order to be successful abroad, a firm’s products or services must be competitive in the specific foreign market, delivering a superior value proposition in terms of what the customer is willing to pay relative to the delivered cost. This is a “necessary” condition but not a “sufficient” condition for long-term success. The immediate value proposition must be underpinned by a set of capabilities, which could be defined as aspects of a company’s existing products, services or business model. These capabilities could also be a product’s design, a transformative service standard or practice, a product’s cultural affinity, a product or service that is difficult to reproduce, or simply a demand for business replication of a home country’s resource. In turn, these capabilities are valuable, rare, hard to imitate and cannot be easily matched by others. Otherwise, by exporting, the U.S. firm will simply be doing market development for a local firm or an international firm with an even lower cost base.

Understanding the RAT Test

Understanding what these unique capabilities are and whether they can “travel” to other markets is the key to global success. Once the firm “understands itself”, it then should apply the RAT test to capabilities that underlie its products and/or services to determine if they will “travel”:

Are the capabilities developed in the home market **RELEVANT** in the target market to create value by increasing customers’ willingness to pay and/or allowing the firm to deliver the product/service at a lower cost than local or other international competitors?

If deployed in a foreign target market through exporting or for local production, would these capabilities be **APPROPRIABLE**? In other words, do they allow for the capture of the value they create? Are there sufficient barriers to imitation and innovation that prevent competitors from matching the capabilities or finding alternative solutions? Are the necessary value chain partners present and without undue market power?

Are these capabilities **TRANSFERABLE**? Can the company deploy its capabilities effectively in the target foreign location without requiring a local footprint that costs so much that it destroys the potential value?

---


Capabilities and Competitive Advantage

Apple is a preeminent case of a company whose unique capabilities give it a worldwide competitive advantage, particularly with respect to its ability to build platforms from a product base that integrates functional and aesthetic design. Apple has been able to leverage and exploit its California-based design and marketing advantages successfully throughout the world. IKEA is another such case. The do-it-yourself furniture and housewares company first developed a compelling set of capabilities to design, manufacture and ship furniture at low cost and sell it in a novel way in Sweden. Later, IKEA successfully replicated this formula in many other countries.

In contrast, Walmart was much less successful abroad than at home in the U.S. for many years. While both IKEA and Walmart offer low cost relative to value approaches, the IKEA value proposition is more **RELEVANT** and **APPROPRIABLE** since “Swedishness” in home design (and maybe in its meatballs) has a universal appeal and yet is unique to Sweden, whereas Walmart’s low cost model is generic and does not overcome the additional costs of doing business across borders. Its more recent success in Latin America appears to be due to the greater relevance of its model to that region, as well as the adaptation to and learning from the local environment.

**Global strategy from a global perspective**

The primary question for a firm that is internationalizing by entering new markets is whether its existing capabilities are Relevant, Appropriate, and Transferable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>EXPLOIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic objective</td>
<td>Leverage existing capabilities in new markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best for</td>
<td>Companies that are internationalizing by entering new markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational architecture</td>
<td>Led from the company headquarters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Over the longer term, will typically require enhancing capabilities by tapping conditions of international as well as the home markets³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>RAT Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenges</td>
<td>Identifying markets where existing advantages are <strong>RELEVANT</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³See Lessard, Luce, and Vives for further discussion.
Applying the RAT Test to Small and Medium Businesses

The same principle applies to smaller firms, though transferability typically looms larger for these firms since they lack international expertise and cannot readily develop a large footprint in another country.

Consider the case of Aspen Aerogels, a roughly ten-year old venture-financed company that produces high performance insulation made of advanced “aerogels.” With revenues approaching $100 million, nearly two-thirds of its sales are exports. A major application of Aspen Aerogels’ products is the insulation of extremely hot and cold pipes in refineries, where the aerogel insulation is superior since it takes up little space, is easy to install and most importantly, it does not attract moisture or deteriorate over time.

Applying the RAT test, Aspen Aerogels’ capabilities (understanding the properties of aerogels, mastering the complex manufacturing process, and both proving and gaining credibility for specific applications) are relevant in any refining facility, since the application requirements are common and variations in local conditions make little difference to the applicability of Aspen Aerogels’ products. Further, since Aspen Aerogels worked with a highly regarded lead client in proving this application, its reputational “passport” is good throughout the world where that firm’s technical prowess and high standards are well known.

Appropriability is more complex. On the one hand, Aspen Aerogels has a strong position to capture value due to its Intellectual Property and manufacturing know-how based on years of development. However, it must rely on maintenance contractors to install them, and in the first instance these contractors stand to lose revenues from a longer-lasting product. Therefore, the sale has to be made to the ultimate client who cares about lifecycle cost and to those contractors who are willing to accept “worse before better” in order to lock up a long-term relationship.

Transferability is very interesting in this case, and instructive regarding the conditions under which a small firm can succeed internationally. The product can be delivered throughout the world quite easily since it is easy to ship and, more importantly, easy to cover the market for sales since there are fewer than 500 refineries in world, with a much smaller number of major decision points. This is easily covered from the U.S. base, with a few key sales personnel in Europe and Asia. While Aspen Aerogels may be considering opening facilities outside the U.S., this primarily is in order to be able to tap the much larger building products market where a much larger local footprint is required as well.

In summary, Aspen Aerogels’ capabilities are RAT. They are **RELEVANT** because the product is universal, technically superior, and the U.S. is the lead market for their product. They are **APPROPRIABLE** because the product is protected by patents and many trade secrets in the manufacturing process. It is also **TRANSFERABLE** due to its high value of weight to volume ratio, relatively large ticket sales to small number of customers, and an even smaller number of decision points.
While as a general rule, a firm’s capabilities, products, and services will be less relevant and appropriable outside of its home market, and less than perfectly transferable to foreign markets, there are some firms whose capabilities and products are even more RAT abroad than at home, and hence should favor international expansion at a very early stage. One such firm is Sample6, a Boston-based start-up that combines breakthroughs in synthetic biology, sensors, as well as data modeling and visualization to build integrated systems that can quickly and easily detect harmful and unwanted bacteria in the food, healthcare, and other industries. ‘Sample6’s Bioillumination Platform™ allows for the rapid detection of these bacteria using bioparticles, which cause the bacteria to effectively “light up” when the target is identified, and return results in a matter of hours instead of days. The resulting system has several interesting properties that allow the firm’s business model to “travel” quite easily. First, the system is smaller, less costly and simpler to operate than traditional, enrichment-based molecular technologies. Second the illuminating bioparticles are supplied directly by Sample6 on an ongoing basis. Appropriability, even in remote markets, is provided by a combination of Intellectual Property, science-based regulatory approvals and by the fact that the active agents are supplied as consumables. It is easily transferable since the bioparticles are easily shipped from a central location and payment for the ongoing use of the technology is embedded in them (like Coca Cola’s syrup!), with many advantages in terms of the business process. Sample6’s biggest transferability challenge will be to find sales channels that will allow it to aggregate end users, since selling “down the food chain” to ultimate users (growers, shippers, local retailers) would require a much bigger footprint than is feasible for an early stage company.

Thus, it could be applied upstream in the food supply chain by farmers/shippers in developing countries, as well as downstream by retailers/distributors operating local supply chains throughout the world. Appropriability, even in remote markets, is provided by a combination of Intellectual Property, science-based regulatory approvals and by the fact that the active agents are supplied as consumables. It is easily transferable since the bioparticles are easily shipped from a central location and payment for the ongoing use of the technology is embedded in them (like Coca Cola’s syrup!), with many advantages in terms of the business process. Sample6’s biggest transferability challenge will be to find sales channels that will allow it to aggregate end users, since selling “down the food chain” to ultimate users (growers, shippers, local retailers) would require a much bigger footprint than is feasible for an early stage company.

A123 Energy Solutions is an interesting case of a RAT business proposition for a relatively small firm in an industry populated by much larger firms. A123 Energy Solutions produces and packages high-performance lithium ion batteries into container-sized units that allow power producers or grid operators to integrate distributed intermittent energy sources, e.g. wind, or balance grid loads. These are complex, sophisticated products that are relevant wherever a specific grid need exists. They are appropriable because they are protected by Intellectual Property and manufacturing experience, but most importantly by the know-how to size an installation and to create the software to manage the package in a given application. Transferability is facilitated by a number of factors. The batteries are container-sized; so shipping is not an obstacle. Installation is a relatively easy task compared to grid assets like generators that in some cases require extensive permitting, as lithium ion batteries in contrast consume no water, no fuel, create no emissions, and pose no eminent hazards for wildlife. Finally, maintenance of the installed batteries over the full life cycle without requiring a significant local footprint is made possible by A123 Energy Solutions’ ability to monitor the units online so that local tuning and “topping up” requires only installation rather than diagnostic skill. Parts can be supplied by airfreight and local customer personnel can do the installation.

A123 Energy Solutions® is an interesting case of a RAT business proposition for a relatively small firm in an industry populated by much larger firms. A123 Energy Solutions produces and packages high-performance lithium ion batteries into container-sized units that allow power producers or grid operators to integrate distributed intermittent energy sources, e.g. wind, or balance grid loads. These are complex, sophisticated products that are relevant wherever a specific grid need exists. They are appropriable because they are protected by Intellectual Property and manufacturing experience, but most importantly by the know-how to size an installation and to create the software to manage the package in a given application. Transferability is facilitated by a number of factors. The batteries are container-sized; so shipping is not an obstacle. Installation is a relatively easy task compared to grid assets like generators that in some cases require extensive permitting, as lithium ion batteries in contrast consume no water, no fuel, create no emissions, and pose no eminent hazards for wildlife. Finally, maintenance of the installed batteries over the full life cycle without requiring a significant local footprint is made possible by A123 Energy Solutions’ ability to monitor the units online so that local tuning and “topping up” requires only installation rather than diagnostic skill. Parts can be supplied by airfreight and local customer personnel can do the installation.

A123 Energy Solutions® is an interesting case of a RAT business proposition for a relatively small firm in an industry populated by much larger firms. A123 Energy Solutions produces and packages high-performance lithium ion batteries into container-sized units that allow power producers or grid operators to integrate distributed intermittent energy sources, e.g. wind, or balance grid loads. These are complex, sophisticated products that are relevant wherever a specific grid need exists. They are appropriable because they are protected by Intellectual Property and manufacturing experience, but most importantly by the know-how to size an installation and to create the software to manage the package in a given application. Transferability is facilitated by a number of factors. The batteries are container-sized; so shipping is not an obstacle. Installation is a relatively easy task compared to grid assets like generators that in some cases require extensive permitting, as lithium ion batteries in contrast consume no water, no fuel, create no emissions, and pose no eminent hazards for wildlife. Finally, maintenance of the installed batteries over the full life cycle without requiring a significant local footprint is made possible by A123 Energy Solutions’ ability to monitor the units online so that local tuning and “topping up” requires only installation rather than diagnostic skill. Parts can be supplied by airfreight and local customer personnel can do the installation.

http://www.sample6.com

http://www.a123systems.com/energy-storage-for-grid.htm
Is Your Business Ready to Internationalize?

RAT capabilities depend, to a large extent, on how “fertile” the ground is in the home base, while a firm’s ability to exploit them internationally depends on its ability to systematically understand, regularize, and replicate these capabilities and products in other locations. Internationalization begins at home, developing products and capabilities that should be able to travel, coupled with the necessary homework needed to determine if, in fact, they pass the RAT Test – **RELEVANT, APPROPRIABLE**, and **TRANSFERABLE**.

It is estimated that 95 percent of the world’s consumers live outside of the United States and the International Monetary Fund forecasts that nearly 87 percent of world economic growth over the next five years will take place outside of the United States. Small and medium-size businesses will benefit to look abroad and to tap into this expected growth. There is a lot to consider, but no matter what size your enterprise may be, international trade is within reach and may be the best way to help your business soar to new heights.

The First Step for Global Success

After determining that your business has passed the RAT test, it is important to establish an infrastructure to successfully facilitate your international trade. The first step for initiating your entry into the global forum is finding a partner that can assist your international success. Collaborating with a shipping and logistics company that has experience with other countries can alleviate some of the challenges you’ll face, especially when introducing your business into a new marketplace. These challenges include complying with regulations that differ from country-to-country, overcoming language barriers, as well as determining the appropriate e-commerce solutions for your business needs. There are a variety of obstacles you will have to undertake, but the right partner can help simplify your road to global success.

For more than 40 years, businesses of all sizes and industries have successfully partnered with DHL Express to innovate and extend their presence abroad. DHL Express has built their reputation as an industry leader by focusing solely on international shipping and logistics. Their expertise also includes specific solutions designed to meet the unique needs of both small and medium-sized enterprises. To learn more about DHL Express visit [www.dhl-usa.com](http://www.dhl-usa.com) or call 1-800 CALL DHL.
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